VJ Electronix Appoints SmartRep GmbH
As Its Distributor in Germany and Austria
September 2017 — VJ Electronix, Inc., the leader in rework technologies and global
provider of advanced X-ray inspection and component counting systems, has partnered
with SmartRep GmbH as its distributor throughout Germany and Austria. By partnering
with SmartRep, which offers both sales and technical support capabilities throughout the
German-speaking territory, VJ Electronix will be able to provide local coverage in a more
thorough and responsive manner.
SmartRep is well-known for its deep understanding of the challenges facing electronic
manufacturers. VJ Electronix expands the SmartRep portfolio with automated rework
and X-ray inspection systems with many advanced capabilities, which will advance
German electronic manufacturing by satisfying specfic application requirements.
“VJ Electronix is extremely pleased to have a partnership with one of the most respected
distributors servicing the German speaking territories,” says Don Naugler, President of
VJ Electronix. “The combination of SmartRep and VJ Electronix will offer the German
electronic companies access to world-class advanced rework and X-ray sytems.”
"SmartRep extended the product portfolio with material management concepts in 2017,”
says Andreas Keller, Managing Director of SmartRep. “In VJ Electronix we found a
partner who develops systems that perfectly complete our material handling solutions. In
times of the smart factory, this field becomes more and more important and will be very
interesting for our customers in German speaking territories.”
SmartRep is a technical distributor of manufacturing equipment and process systems for
the electronic production. Being a longtime partner of global market and technology
leaders, SmartRep established itself as a competent counterpart and solutions provider
on the market. SmartRep offers a perfect combination of sales and services. A major
role thereby is the expert advice and technical application. Customers benefit from years
of experience and cross-system process know-how. For more information, visit
www.smartrep.de/en/.
For more information, visit www.vjelectronix.com.

###
About VJ Electronix
VJ Electronix, Inc. manufactures production ready, automated rework and X-ray inspection
systems with many advanced capabilities. The company frequently provides custom solutions
tailored to satisfy specific application requirements. VJ Electronix is a worldwide leader in X-ray
Inspection and Rework equipment.
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